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ABSTRACT 
Face recognition is the hot research topic from last few years but still it has become a difficult problem. The main 

challenges faced by the researchers are variation caused due to different expression and poses. The main feature that 

can be used to extract the features from variant images that are caused because of different variations is Gabor 

Wavelets. This technique makes it possible to use their facial image of person to authenticate him into a secure 

system. In this paper the Principle Component Analysis face recognition algorithm is used for recognizing the faces 

this technique effectively and efficiently represents pictures of faces into its eigen faces components and these eigen 

face components form eigen faces these eigen faces are the ghost images of original images.The significant feature 

known as eigen faces don’t necessarily correspond to features such as eyes, ears and noses. It provides the ability to 

learn and later recognizes new faces in an unsupervised manner.  The efficiency and robustness of a proposed 

algorithm is extensively tested using Standard Database (UCI), Non-Face and Own databases. An automatic user 

identification system consisting of detection, recognition and user management modules have been developed. The 

feature vector based on gabor filter are used as the input of the face/Non-face classifier, which is SVM on a reduced 

feature subspace extracted by using PCA.  
 

KEYWORDS: PCA Algorithm, UCI Database,vector, gabor filter, recognition,modules. 

 

     INTRODUCTION
With the advent of electronic banking, e-commerce, 

smart cards, and an increased emphasis on the privacy 

and security of information stored in various database, 

automatic personal identification has become a very 

important topic. Accurate automatic personal 

identification is now needed in a wide range of civilian 

applications involving the use of passports, cellular 

phones, automatic teller machines and driver license. 

Traditional knowledge-based (Password or Personal 

Identification Number (PIN)) and token-based 

(Passport, diver license, and ID card) identification are 

prone to fraud because PINs many be forgotten or 

guessed by an impostor and the tokens may be lost or 

stolen. Therefore, traditional knowledge-based and 

token-based only approaches are unable to satisfy the 

security requirements of our electronically 

interconnected information society. A perfect identity 

authentication system will need a biometric component. 

A biometric system can be operated in two modes: 

verification mode and identification mode. In the 

verification mode, a biometric system either accepts or 

rejects a user’s claimed identity while a biometric 

system operating in the identification mode establishes 

the identity of the user without a claimed identity. Face 

identification is a more difficult problem than face 

verification because a huge number of comparisons 

need to be performed in order to complete 

identification. There are a number of potential civilian 

applications for a biometric system working in 

verification mode. For example, an ATM system which 

verified a user’s face with a biometric upon each 

transaction need only to match the current face image 

(acquired at point of transaction) with a single template 

stored on the ATM card. A typical face verification 

system can be divided into two modules: enrolment and 

verification. The enrolment module scans the face of a 

person through a sensing device and then stores a 

representation (template) of the face in the database. 

The verification module is invoked during the operation 

phase. The same representation used in enrolment phase 

is extracted from the input face and matched against the 

template of the claimed identity to give a “yes/no” 

answer [14]. On the other hand, an identification system 

matches the input face with a large number of faces in 

the database and as a result, algorithm efficiency is a 

critical issue in an identification system [1]. 
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PERFORMANCE CRITERIA 
Identification System 

Face identification systems performance is usually 

evaluated by recognition rate, which is calculated by 

matching a set of test face images with those in the 

database. Different algorithms can be evaluated by 

matching each test face image. The matching attempts 

performed for each test usually consist of correct 

matches and incorrect matches. A matching is 

considered as correct if the two face images being 

matched are from the same person, and incorrect 

otherwise. Recognition rate is defined as the ratio 

between the number of correct matches and the number 

of test images.  

Verification System 

In a face verification system, system level performance 

evaluations are usually performed by cross matching 

the face images in the database. Different algorithms 

can be evaluated by matching each face image in the 

database with the rest of the images in the database. A 

threshold value is normally used such that a matching 

attempt is considered authentic when the matching 

score is equal or above the threshold value. Two 

metrics (FAR and FRR) are used to measure 

performance of the whole system [15]. The false 

acceptance rate, or FAR, is the measure of the 

likelihood that the biometric security system will 

incorrectly accept an access attempt by an unauthorized 

user. A system’s FAR typically is stated as the ratio of 

the number of false acceptances divided by the number 

of impostor attempts. The false rejection rate, or FRR, 

is the measure of the likelihood that the biometric 

security system will incorrectly reject an access attempt 

by an authorized user. Analysis of the FAR shows how 

well the system can distinguish a correct match from an 

incorrect match and is usually related to the uniqueness 

of the features. On the other hand, FRR analysis 

focuses on the repeatability of the features between 

different faces of the same person and is related to the 

reliability of the features. 

 

A system can be tuned for a particular application by 

varying the value of these two metrics. A low value for 

both metrics is often desirable. Unfortunately, trying to 

minimize FAR or FRR requires a trade off between 

each of the metric. The Receiver Operating Curve 

(ROC) plots FAR versus FRR (Jonsson, Kittler, Li, & 

Matas, 2002) for a system and can be used as a guide 

for the selection of an operating point for the system. 

The FAR is usually plotted on the horizontal axis as the 

independent variable and the FRR is plotted on the 

vertical axis as the dependent variable. The closer the 

ROC-curve to the x and y axes, the lower verification 

error and thus the more reliable the system [2]. In 

reporting the performance, the values of FAR and FRR 

for the ROC curve are computed by varying the 

threshold value and using: 

 FAR = nac /nu  ;   

 FRR  = nre/na                                                             (1)                                                         

In Equation (1), na is the number of access attempt by 

an authorized user and   nu is the number of access 

attempt by an unauthorized user. For a given threshold 

value,  nac is the number of acceptances and nre is the 

number of rejections. From the ROC-curve, the Equal 

Error Rate (EER) is defined as the point where the 

value of FAR equals the value of FRR. The value of 

EER can now be used to determine the performance of 

the system. The lower is the value of EER, the more 

reliable the system. 

Motivation and Solutions 

As a hot research topic over the last 25 years, a large 

number of face recognition algorithms have been 

proposed in the literature. The next chapter contains a 

detailed survey of this research. With a number of 

different databases available, it is always very difficult 

to compare different face recognition algorithms. Even 

when the same database is used, researchers may use 

different protocols for testing. Whilst many of the 

algorithms perform well on a certain database, they do 

not achieve good results on other databases.To make a 

fair comparison, FERET evaluation (Phillips, Moon, 

Rizvi, &  Rauss, 2000) and the Face 

Authentication Test (Messer et al., 2004) have been 

designed to evaluate different face identification and 

verification algorithms. However, these tests are not 

concerned with the speed of the algorithms. Since only 

accuracy is accounted for, the applicability of the 

algorithms to real-time applications is not considered. 

However, the trade-off between accuracy and speed is 

very important. In summary, a face recognition system 

should not only be able to cope with variations in 

illumination, expression and pose, but also recognize a 

face in real-time [1]. 

Though face recognition is quite a tough task for a 

computer, but for human beings face recognition seems 

to be much easier. The ability to recognize faces and 

understand the emotions they convey is one of the most 

important human abilities. It is very common that one 

can instantly recognize thousands of people. Even a 

baby is able to identify its mother’s face within half an 

hour of birth. As with many perceptual abilities, the 

ease with which humans can recognize faces disguises 

the complexity of the task even when considering the 

many potential variations in such a dynamic real world 

object. An important outcome of research on artificial 

vision systems has shown that more than half of the 

cortex becomes more active during visual processing 
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(Hallinan, Gordon, Yuille, Gibilin, & Mumford, 1999). 

The visual cortex thus plays a very important role in 

face recognition. Simple cells in the visual cortex are 

known to be selective for four coordinates, each cell 

having an x, y location in visual space, a preferred 

orientation and a preferred spatial frequency (Daugman, 

1985). Based on this observation, a number of 

researches have actually shown that the various 2D 

receptive-field profiles encountered in populations of 

simple cells are well described by a family of 2D Gabor 

wavelets, which were first proposed by Gabor (1946) 

for simultaneous time and frequency analysis. In 

addition to this biological motivation, it is also widely 

believed that local texture. Features in face images, 

extracted by a spatial-frequency wavelet analysis, are 

basically more robust against distortions caused by 

various illumination, expression and pose (Zhao, 

Chellapa, Rosenfield, & Phillips, 2000). In particular, 

among various wavelet bases with good characteristics 

of space-frequency localization, the Gabor function 

provides the optimal resolution in both spatial and 

frequency domain (Gabor, 1946; Daugman, 1985). As a 

result, this research will apply 2D Gabor wavelets to 

extract features for face recognition. Since the simple 

cells of human visual cortex are well modelled and the 

local features in space and frequency domain are 

simultaneously extracted with optimal resolution, the 

system thus developed might be able to mimic a 

human’s recognition ability and be more robust against 

the variation of illumination, expression and limited out 

of plane face rotation. 

TYPES OF BIOMETRICS 
Finger Print Identification[2][4] 

A fingerprint is made of a number of ridges and valleys 

on the surface of the finger. Ridges are the upper skin 

layer segments of the finger and valleys are the lower 

segments. The ridges form so-called minutia points: 

ridge endings (where a ridge ends) and ridge 

bifurcations (where a ridge splits in two). Many types 

of minutiae exist, including dots (very small ridges), 

islands (ridges slightly longer than dots, occupying a 

middle space between two temporarily divergent 

ridges), ponds or lakes (empty spaces between two 

temporarily divergent ridges), spurs (a notch protruding 

from a ridge), bridges (small ridges joining two longer 

adjacent ridges), and crossovers (two ridges which 

cross each other). Among all the biometric techniques, 

fingerprint-based identification is the oldest method 

which has been successfully used in numerous 

applications. Everyone is known to have unique, 

immutable fingerprints. A fingerprint is made of a 

series of ridges and furrows on the surface of the finger. 

The uniqueness of a fingerprint can be determined by 

the pattern of ridges and furrows as well as the minutiae 

points. Minutiae points are local ridge characteristics 

that occur at either a ridge bifurcation or a ridge ending. 

How does fingerprint biometrics work 

The main technologies used to capture the fingerprint 

image with sufficient detail are optical, silicon, and 

ultrasound.There are two main algorithm families to 

recognize fingerprints:  

 Minutia matching compares specific details 

within the fingerprint ridges. At registration (also 

called enrollment), the minutia points are located, 

together with their relative positions to each other and 

their directions. At the matching stage, the fingerprint 

image is processed to extract its minutia points, which 

are then compared with the registered template. 

        Pattern matching compares the overall 

characteristics of the fingerprints, not only individual 

points. Fingerprint characteristics can include sub-areas 

of certain interest including ridge thickness, curvature, 

or density. During enrollment, small sections of the 

fingerprint and their relative distances are extracted 

from the fingerprint. Areas of interest are the area 

around a minutia point, areas with low curvature radius, 

and areas with unusual combinations of ridges.The 

figure prints are shown in figure. 

                     

 

 

Iris Identification[3][8] 

The iris is the elastic, pigmented, connective tissue that 

controls the pupil. It is formed in early life in a process 

called morphogenesis. Once fully formed, the texture is 

stable throughout life. It is the only internal human 

organ visible from outside and is protected by the 

cornea. The iris of the eye has a unique pattern which 

varies from eye to eye and person to person. First, an 

iris-recognition algorithm has to localize the inner and 

outer boundaries of the iris (pupil and limbus) in an 

image of an eye. Further, subroutines detect and 

exclude eyelids, eyelashes, and specular reflections that 

often occlude parts of the iris. The set of pixels 

Finger Prints 
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containing only the iris, normalized by a rubber-sheet 

model to compensate for pupil dilation or constriction, 

is then analyzed to extract a bit pattern encoding the 

information needed to compare two iris images. In the 

case of Daugman's algorithms, a Gabor wavelet 

transform is used. The result is a set of complex 

numbers that carry local amplitude and phase 

information about the iris pattern. In Daugman's 

algorithms, most amplitude information is discarded, 

and the 2048 bits representing an iris pattern consist of 

phase information (complex sign bits of the Gabor 

wavelet projections). Discarding the amplitude 

information ensures that the template remains largely 

unaffected by changes in illumination or camera gain 

(contrast), and contributes to the long-term usability of 

the biometric template. The iris scanning is shown in 

figure. 

                  

Iris 

To prevent an image / photo of the iris from being used 

instead of a real "live" eye, iris scanning systems will 

vary the light and check that the pupil dilates or 

contracts. 

Face Identification 

Face recognition is a modus operandi that human 

performs routinely in their daily lives[10]. It is one of 

the primary biometric technologies that have become 

more and more important owing to rapid advancement 

in technologies such as digital cameras, internet and 

mobile devices, and increasing demands in 

security.Earlier Face Recognition Algorithms used 

simple geometric models but the face recognition 

process has now matured into a science of sophisticated 

mathematical representations and matching 

processes.Face Recognition algorithms can be divided 

into two main approaches - geometric, which looks at 

distinguishing features and photometric, which is a 

statistical approach that distill an image into values and 

comparing the values with templates to eliminate 

variances. 

 

Hand Geometry Identification 

Hand geometry is a biometric that identifies users by the 

shape of their hands. Hand geometry readers measure a 

user's hand in respect of various dimensions and 

compare these measurements to the ones stored in a file. 

Viable hand geometry devices have been manufactured 

since the early 1980s, making hand geometry the first 

biometric to find widespread computerized use. It 

remains popular; common applications include access 

control and time-and-attendance operations. Systems 

that measure hand and finger geometry use a digital 

camera and light. To use one, you simply place your 

hand on a flat surface, aligning your fingers against 

several pegs to ensure an accurate reading. Then, a 

camera takes one or more pictures of your hand and the 

shadow it casts. It uses this information to determine the 

length, width, thickness and curvature of your hand or 

fingers. It translates that information into a numerical 

template. 

 

 
                              Hand Print 

 

Speaker Recognition  

The product allows developers to speech enable devices 

for talking clocks, household appliances, navigation 

aids, talking books, answering machines and voicemail 

systems, talking dictionaries, language translators, 

security system monitors, and cell phones to industrial 

warning system controls and educational electronic 

learning aids. 

 

Keystroke Recognition 

It involves a user typing his or her password or phrase 

on a keyboard. The system then records the timing of 

the typing and compares the password itself and the 

timing to its database. Verification takes less than 5 

seconds.  

Face Recognition Technology 

The identification of a person by their facial image can 

be done in a number of different ways such as by 

capturing an image of the face in the visible spectrum 

using an inexpensive camera or by using the infrared 

patterns of facial heat emission. Using wide assortment 

of cameras, the visible light systems extract features 

from the captured image that do not change over time 

while avoiding superficial features such as facial 
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expressions or hair. Several approaches to modeling 

facial images in the visible spectrum are Principal 

Component Analysis. Some of the challenges of facial 

recognition in the visual spectrum include reducing 

impact of variable lighting and detecting a mask or 

photograph. Some facial recognition systems may 

require a stationary or posed user in order to capture the 

image, though many systems use real time- process to 

detect a person’s head and locate the face 

automatically. Major benefits o facial recognition are 

that it is non-intrusive, hands-free, and continuous and 

accepted by most users. A general statement regarding 

the problem of machine recognition of faces can be 

formulated as follows: given still or video images of a 

scene, identify or verify one or more persons in the 

scene using a stored database of faces [1]. To address 

this given problem, a general procedure can be 

established by face detection, feature extraction, and 

recognition. Face detection is used to separate face-like 

objects from cluttered scenes. To be recognized, faces 

are usually represented in terms of vectors in a lower 

dimensional feature space extracted from the images 

[2]. Once the face features are available, the recognition 

step is based on the establishment of a similarity 

between feature vectors. Such a relation between two 

vectors of a known and an unknown identity is 

normally carried out by means of a similarity score. 

System Architecture 

Over the last two decades, research has focused on how 

to make face recognition systems fully automatic by 

dealing with problems such as localization of a face in a 

given image or video sequence and extraction of 

features such as eyes, mouth, etc. Meanwhile, 

significant advances have been made in the design of 

classifiers [20]. A face recognition system generally 

consists of four modules as depicted in Figure3 

detection, alignment, feature extraction, and matching, 

where localization and normalization (face detection 

and alignment) are processing steps before face 

recognition (facial feature extraction and matching) is 

performed[11]. 

 

A typical face recognition system architecture 

Face detection segments the face areas from the 

background by coarse estimating its location and scale 

in a given scene. In the case of video, the detected faces 

may also need to be tracked using a face tracking 

component [20]. The purpose of the face alignment is to 

refine the location and to normalize the faces provided 

by the face detection. Facial components, such as eyes, 

nose, mouth and facial outline, are prior located. Based 

on their positions, the input face image is normalized 

with respect to geometrical properties, such as size and 

pose, using geometrical transforms or morphing. The 

face is usually further normalized with respect to 

photometrical properties such as illumination and gray 

scale [24]. Subsequent to the alignment step, the feature 

extraction is performed on this stable representation to 

provide effective information that is useful for 

distinguishing among faces of different persons [25]. 

Afterwards, on the face matching stage, the extracted 

feature vector of the input face is matched (similarity 

measurement) against those of enrolled faces in the 

database to determine the identity of the face when a 

match has sufficient confidence or to indicate that the 

face is unknown otherwise [27]. Face localization and 

normalization are the basis for extracting effective 

features to represent the face pattern. They play a 

crucial role in how efficient the classification methods 

will distinguish between faces. Some other attributes 

that may classify face recognition systems consider its 

operational scenario. Within the possibilities significant 

differences exist. They are in terms of static images or 

video-based, image quality, amount of background 

clutter, variability of the images of a particular 

individual that must be recognized, matching criterion, 

and the nature, type, and amount of input from a user. 

 

Adopted Recognition Techniques(PCA, Gabor, 

SVM) 

Faces are usually represented by digital images whose 

dimension m×n related to the number of pixels is a high 

number even for small images. Methods which operate 

in this pure representation have a number of potential 

shortcomings, most of them related to the well-known 

curse of dimensionality. However, much of the surface 

of a face is smooth and has regular texture, which 

means that the value of a pixel is typically highly 

correlated with the values of its neighbors. Moreover, 

faces constraints such as symmetry can be also 

considered somehow a kind of redundancy in its 

representation [31].  

The sensing of faces represented as high-dimensional 

arrays of pixels often belongs to a manifold of lower 

dimension. As a consequence, face recognition and 

computer vision research in general has shown 

increasingly interest in techniques that take advantage 

of this observation and apply algebraic and statistical 
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tools to extract and analyze such manifolds. The 

features in these manifolds (i.e., subspaces) provide 

more prominent and richer information for recognition 

than the raw image. The use of subspace modeling 

techniques has significantly advanced face recognition 

technology [28].To deal with the dimensionality 

problem, the approach used is Eigen Face approach 

(PCA) using Gabor Wavelets and Support vector 

Machine (SVM). 

Eigen Face Approach 

A set of eigen faces can be generated by performing a 

mathematical process called principal component 

analysis (PCA) on a different set of images of different 

human faces. It is one of the most versatile approaches 

for face recognition is derived from the statistical 

technique called Principal Component Analysis [32]. 

Popularized by Turk and Pentland [24], the use of PCA 

to represent faces is based on the idea that face 

recognition can be accomplished with a small set of 

features that best approximates the set of known facial 

images. 

 Eigen faces can be considered a set of "standardized 

face ingredients", derived from statistical analysis of 

many faces images. Any human face can be considered 

to be a combination of these standard faces. For 

example, one's face might be composed of the average 

face plus 10% from eigen face 1, 55% from eigen face 

2, and even -3% from eigen face 3. Remarkably, it does 

not take many eigen faces combined together to achieve 

a fair approximation of most faces. Also, because a 

person's face is not recorded by a digital photograph, 

but instead as just a list of values, much less space is 

taken for each person's face.The eigen faces that are 

created will appear as light and dark areas that are 

arranged in a specific pattern. This pattern is how 

different features of a face are singled out to be 

evaluated and scored. There will be a pattern to 

evaluate symmetry, if there is any style of facial hair, 

where the hairline is, or evaluate the size of the nose or 

mouth. Other eigen faces have patterns that are less 

simple to identify, and the image of the eigen face may 

look very little like a face. The technique used in 

creating eigen faces and using them for recognition is 

also used outside of facial recognition. This technique 

is also used for handwriting analysis, lip reading, voice 

recognition, sign language/hand gestures interpretation 

and medical imaging analysis. Therefore, some do not 

use the term eigen face, but prefer to use 'eigen image'. 

PROPOSED ALGO 
The entire sequence of training and testing is sequential 

and can be broadly classified as consisting of following 

steps:  

Step 1: Input Images Taken From Camera and Standard 

DB and Non-Face Images. 

Step 2: Prepare DB. 

Step 3: Training. 

Step 4: Scan DB. 

Step 5: Testing. 

Step 6: Decision. 

Step 7: Recognised Input Data. 

 

Database Preparation 

The database was obtained by taking photographs of 

different persons by using camera etc. in similar 

condition like lighting, size, resolution etc. The 

database used in this thesis is formed by using three 

types of images such as photograph taken from camera, 

standard database downloaded from internet i.e. UCI 

database and some Non-faces images are downloaded 

from internet. These images were stored in training 

folder. The size of image must be equal to 1200×900 

pixels and resolution must be set to  80 pixels/inch. 

 

Training 

The different steps involved in training are explained 

below: 

 Select one (.jpg) file from database train database. 

 By using that read all the faces of each person. 

 Normalize all the faces and convert them to grey 

scale.Find the mean of all face images and subtract 

that mean from the data matrix of all face images read 

from train folder. Then form the co-variance matrix. 

 Find the Eigen vectors of co-variance matrix. 

 By using the values of these Eigen values and 

vectors form the eigen faces and display each Eigen 

face with its corresponding eigen value. 

 

Testing 

Testing is carried out by following steps: 

 Select an image to be tested using open file dialog 

box. 

 An image is read and normalizes and converted into 

grey scale. 

 Then detect whether the selected image is a face 

image or not. It is performed by finding   the number 

of pixels that must be greater than 1000 for a face 

image and skin edges and edges are determined by 

using canny edge detector. Then dialog box appears 

and shows the image is face or not.  

 Then Gabor filter is applied and it perform the fast 

Fourier transforms analysis on the images and extract 

the features by rotating the images at different angles 

with different orientations and we obtain 40 Gabor 

oriented wavelets whose one block size equals to     

64 ×64 with different values of k. Then negative of 

the image is formed to obtain the difference between 

the images. 

 Last step matching is performed and the matching is 

done by using SVM that works as a classifier and 
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classifies the image with the stored database in 

training folder. 

 

RESULTS 

Now at last the comparison of different images selected 

is shown in the table that how many images are 

processed and what result we get. 

Type of Database Number of         

Image 

        

Mean of     Images                            ED of the 

     Images            

          

 Eigen Values of   

  Images 

Recognition  

         Rate 

Standard  

       Database 

1 96.0689 2.5511e+ 007 0.242603 100 % 

2 92.2993 2.0209e+ 007 -0.384611 100 % 

3 88.7130 2.0680e+ 007 0.405682 100 % 

4 101.0530 2.4258e+ 007   0.0374906 100 % 

5 88.5261 2.0729e+ 007 0.500978 100 % 

6 89.5309 1.7457e+ 007  - 0.0744252 100 % 

7 91.7547 1.7025e+ 007 0.475836 100 % 

8 100.4563 1.5876e+ 007  0.0225592 100 % 

9 97.4746 1.5115e+ 007 -0.233659 100 % 

10 107.4908 2.5824e+ 007  -0.0274596 100 % 

11 114.5847 2.8224e+ 007 -0.0148566 100 % 

12 122.2205 3.1341e+ 007 0.0255765 100 % 

13 93.0319 1.3099e+ 007   -0.114518 100 % 

14 117.7599 3.1357e+ 007  0.0469826 100 % 

15 108.5405 3.202e+ 007 -0.0245963 100 % 

Non- Face  

         Images 

1 93.3939 Error Error Not Detected 

2 73.1407 Error Error Not Detected 

3 198.5678 Error Error Not Detected 

4 99.7149 Error Error Not Detected 

5 104.4117 Error Error Not Detected 

6 52.8423 Error Error Not Detected 

7 84.7310 Error Error Not Detected 

8 98.1406 Error Error Not Detected 

9 48.6208 Error Error Not Detected 

Own    

    Database 

1 112.8956 7.4100e+007 0.33753 100 % 

2 169.0136 7.4039e+007 0.0620223 100 % 

3 93.6556 9.0495e+007 0.2325450 100 % 

4 121.1218 7.9094e+007 -0.641815 100 % 

5 161.5925 6.9829e+007 0.442539 100 % 

6 91.6599 8.8146e+007 -0.191703 100 % 
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